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f 0 t =f  x0t  , t 
f '0 x =x0 t ⋅∇ f x0t  , t  ∂∂t

































































ρ  ∂ v
∂t
v⋅∇v =−∇ p−ρg
 Because the flow is steady (not changing over time) we can drop the 
∂u
∂t  term, and we will also divide 




Additionally, we have the constraint that the density of the fluid does not change with respect to time either so 
dp/dt is zero. But because of conservation of mass we have that  Dp/Dt the substantial derivative with respect to 
time is also zero, which lets us arrive at:
 v⋅∇ρ=0  (3)
We now nondimensionalize these equations and break (2) into two equations for each of the components of 
v (which are u and w respectively) and get:
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Equations 1 and 3 remain the same and equation 2 becomes
βρ uuxwuz =−px (2a)








with β being the Boussinesq parameter which controls stratification and μ 
being the long wave parameter which controls dispersive effects.




Using this, equation (3) becomes J {ѱ ,ρ }=0 where J {f ,g }=f xgz−f zg x
This is useful because it turns out that whenever J{f,g} = 0, f can be expressed as a function of g (or vica versa) 
for the following reason:












=0 and similarly vica versa.
The remaining two equations can be similarly transformed into:
ρ ѱ zѱ zx−ѱ xѱ zz=
−px
β
μ2ρ −ѱ zѱ xx−ѱ xѱ xz=−pz/β−ρ /β
Which can be combined to get
[ρ ѱ zѱ zx−ѱ xѱzz ]z−[μ










Flipping signs this becomes
[ρ ѱ zѱ zx−ѱ xѱzz ]z[μ










ρ z ѱ zѱ zx−ѱ xѱ zzμ
2ρx ѱxѱ xz−ѱzѱ xxρ ѱ zѱ zx−ѱ xѱ zzzμ
2ѱ xѱ xz−ѱ zѱ xxx=
ρx
β
This can be broken down into a series of expressions using J by:
ρ z ѱ zѱ zx−ѱ xѱ zzμ
2ρx ѱxѱ xz−ѱzѱ xx =
ρ z ѱ zѱ zx−μ
2ѱ xѱ xx ρ xѱ xѱ xz−μ

















ρ ѱ zѱ zx−ѱ xѱzz zμ
2ѱ xѱ xz−ѱ zѱ xx x =
ρ ѱ zѱ zxzѱ zzѱ zx−ѱ xzѱ zz−ѱ xѱ zzzμ
2ѱ xxѱ xzѱ xѱ xzx−ѱ zxѱ xx−ѱ zѱ xxx =
ρ ѱ zѱ zxz−ѱ xѱzzz μ
2ѱ xѱ xzx−ѱ zѱ xxx = By cancellation
ρ ѱ z ѱ zzμ
2ѱ xx xѱ xѱ zz−μ
2ѱ xx z = ρJ {ѱzzμ
2ѱ xx ,ѱ }









2,p ,ρ }ρJ {ѱzzμ
2ѱ xx ,ѱ }=− J {z /β ,ρ }
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Because J is linear, you can move the right hand side over and combine to get:
ρJ {ѱzzμ





2z /β, ρ }=0
But now we take into account that ρ = ρ( ) (and thus ѱ ρ x=ρѱѱ x and ρ z=ρѱѱz which allows us to 
get:
ρJ {ѱzzμ






Pulling 1/β out of the left J and dividing both sides of the equation by ρ, we get:
J {ѱ zzμ






2 z ,ѱ }=0
We now let introduce the non-dimensionalized Brunt-Vaisala frequency N2ѱ =
−ρѱ

















2 ]=G ѱ 
To determine G, we make the assumption that limx−∞
ѱ x , z =z (which means physically that “infinitely 





And combining those two equations, we get:
ѱ zzμ
2ѱ xx−N




2−1]=0 which is the Long's Equation
Frequently however, (and in this MQP in particular) it is useful to consider the slightly different equation gotten 
by considering the perturbation from the steady stream η =  – zѱ










We have already used to derive Long's Equation the boundary value ѱ −∞,z =z . On the right hand side 
this is generally balanced out by ѱ ∞ ,z =z even though physically this cannot be guaranteed to be the 
case because Long's Equation contains no terms that dissipate energy. Because infinite domains are not 
computationally doable, this is generally modeled using a finite domain, which we compensate for using sponge 
layers, which shall be described in the section on numerical methods.
The standard boundary condition for Long's Equation is that over some terrain defined by the function ε f(x) 
ѱ x ,εf  x =0
Which physically means that there is no wind along the ground. In principle, 0 could be replaced by any other 
constant to get something with the same physical meaning, but zero is a nice number so it is generally used.
For the perturbation model, this becomes 
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η x ,εf x=ѱ x ,εf x −εf x =−εf x 
However, for very small values of ε (ε << 1), we can see that it is approximated such that
η x ,0≈−εf  x 
This approximation is highly useful because it means that a rectangular domain can be used allowing for, 







































ѱn=Ancosvn z Bnsinvnz  for   wnN
ѱn=Ancoshvnz Bnsinvnz  for  wnN
Thus, if we let k be the largest n such that  wnN  we get the general solution
η x , z =∑
n=1
k


































































Try nx , z =f wxvz  where for brevity we let wxvz=u



























1x23/2 (for   = 0.1 or 0.25). From this, by theε  





domain, they are turned into  η−L ,z =0 ηL ,z =0 and the third boundary value condition 















0. Through simple algebra, this equation becomes  x= J−1F x . Thus, we can see that the problem of 
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